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ESS 10翻译质量检查

此列表旨在帮助避免一些常见的翻译错误。它不是一个详尽的检查列表，也不涵盖基本的准确性问题或良好的流程。在完成一个步骤后打勾，这样你将有一个概述你需要实施的程序。

A. General

- 请确保任何对核心问题和重复旋转模块项目编号的更改都已根据文件“Round 9到Round 10的更改列表”和“民主模块的问题编号”。这些文件可以在ESS Round 10 NC内部网访问。

- 对于错过了一个或多个轮次，但已经拥有核心问题翻译的国家：请确保您已经实施了所有对核心问题的更改，这些更改来自之前的问卷。文件概述了早期轮次之间的这些更改，可以从ESS ERIC HQ（通过myESS或ess@city.ac.uk）索取。请仔细检查，确保任何现有的翻译与Round 10的源问卷对齐。

- 请确保您的问卷根据Round 10的所有四个问卷警告进行了修改。这四个警告已直接通知所有NC。

- 对于以前参与的国家：在Round 10问卷中是否有任何偏差？如果存在，需要纠正的翻译错误，问题遗漏，或核心问题更改的缺失？如果是，请确保按以下两个步骤进行修正。

- 如果您认为需要对现有核心问题或重复旋转模块‘Europeans’ Understandings and Evaluations of Democracy’的翻译进行任何更改，请直接与GESIS和HQ的ESS翻译团队联系（通过myESS或ess_translate@gesis.org）进行更改。

- 记住这应该仅在存在严重错误的情况下考虑。请确保解释更改的理由，并包括相关词句的反译，如果可能的话。

- 如果对现有核心问题或重复旋转模块的翻译进行任何更改都已获得批准，请确保将它们记录在（T）VFF，TranslationCTRL，以及由Brita Dorer（ESS翻译团队）的单独word文件中。

- 我们提醒您，如果您需要对翻译进行任何修改，您需要与GESIS和HQ的ESS翻译团队联系（通过myESS或ess_translate@gesis.org）进行任何修改。这里的“adaptation”意味着对内容或格式的任何有意的修改，而不是特定语言背景问题的输入，如教育投票等。这也不适用于希伯来文的格式和表格的重新定向。

- （见ESS10翻译指南，版本Alert 01的第26节）
Make sure that you have consulted the latest version of the **ESS10 Translation Queries and Answers** document and taken into account the answers provided. Countries may have similar problems, so these answers are likely to be of use for your country, too. The “Translation Q&A” file is made available and regularly updated on the ESS Round 10 NC intranet, and announced on the myESS landing page.

**B. Technical format checks**

**Compare your version against the source questionnaire and show cards.**

- Please make sure that...
  - the **routing** is correct.
  - the **formatting** is appropriate and correct, e.g. where words are underlined in the source text to indicate which words require special emphasis in the interview, this should be done also in the target text (or a similar emphasis should be used).
  - In the case of repeated text, please make sure that the formatting corresponds to the ESS10 source questionnaire and **NOT** to the formatting in the previous round.
  - the **coding** is correct.
  - each question has exactly the same number of **pre-codes** as in the source questionnaire (the only exception being the small number of country-specific questions).
  - there are **no inadvertent copy and paste** mistakes (e.g. copied in a wrong response scale).
  - your question numbering AND show card numbering are correct and consistent.
  - the **answer scales** are correct both on the questionnaire AND on the show cards.
  - you have **not omitted** anything inadvertently, such as questions, interviewer instructions, response categories, etc.

**C. Consistency checks on material repeated**

- Please make sure that...
  - key terms that are repeated in the English source text and that have the same intended meaning **across questions** are translated consistently. [But be aware of polysemy: the English language may be able to use the same word in different contexts where other languages need to resort to different words. So the same English word (e.g., “government”) may need to be translated differently if different meanings are activated.]
  - scale explanations such as **0 means ... and 10 means ...** and the corresponding scale are translated consistently.
  - identical response scales that are used repeatedly throughout the questionnaire are translated consistently.
  - interviewer instructions are worded and laid out consistently.
  - the formulation of the items reflects intended variations for testing purposes (e.g. scale length or stimuli).

(See also Section 25 of the ESS10 Translation Guidelines.)
D. Check your answer scales

Please make sure that...

- the order is the same as in the source questionnaire;
- translated categories do not overlap (e.g. often and frequently overlap);
- hidden answer codes – e.g. (don’t know) – are not offered overtly to respondents. They must not appear on the show cards and it should be clear to interviewers that they should also not offer these codes to respondents. In the ESS questionnaire, they are written in brackets.
- ’extremely’ and ‘completely’ appearing in answer scales are translated as extreme endpoints, that is, that nothing can go beyond it. Please make sure this only applies to new and modified items of the ESS 10 questionnaire. Where ‘extremely’ and ‘completely’ are used in answer scales in existing items, the existing translation MUST NOT be amended, otherwise the time-series is compromised.

E. Other checks

- Remember that any changes made to components that are repeated within the questionnaire (answer scales, instructions, terms repeated on show cards, for example) will then need to be changed in all the other places where they occur. Keep this in mind, for example, if you make changes after translation verification, SQP Coding, or after your pre-test.
- Remember that annotations are not meant to be translated and are not intended for inclusion in the questionnaire. Instead, they are intended to guide translators.

Make sure annotations do not appear in the questionnaire used by interviewers.

F. Checks on Translation Verification and SQP Coding

- Please make sure to duly complete Translation Verification by cApStAn. The Translation Verification process is described and explained in the ESS Round 10 Verification Instructions available from the ESS Round 10 NC intranet.
- Relating to Translation Verification: please make sure that you have completed all feedback loops and incorporated all resulting corrections agreed between cApStAn, CST and national team. Please note that the Translation Verification process will not be complete until all comments requiring follow-up have been discussed and implemented/rejected.
- As this step is only applied to a sample of items from the ESS Round 10 source questionnaire, please make sure that changes resulting from Translation Verification are applied consistently to the rest of the questionnaire too.

- Please make sure to duly complete SQP Coding.
- As this step is only applied to a sample of items from the ESS Round 10 source questionnaire, please make sure that changes resulting from SQP Coding are applied consistently to the rest of the questionnaire too.

G. Final copy-editing / proofreading / cross-checking

- When finalising your translations, please make sure to carry out a thorough copy-editing / final editing / proof-reading of the entire text in its final version in the target language(s).
  (See also Section 30 ‘Final copy-editing’ of the ESS10 Translation Guidelines.)
**H. Pre-testing**

Please make sure that...

- ... you have scheduled a national pre-test well ahead of the start of the fieldwork in your country.
- ... you have identified and discussed with the ESS translation team and the team at ESS ERIC HQ any translation-related findings or issues arising in the course of your national pre-tests.
- ... in case your national pre-tests show that changes need to be made to your translated questionnaire(s), you have made these changes consistently across the entire ESS Round 10 questionnaire(s) in the language(s) concerned.

Please refer to the *ESS Pre-testing Guidelines* for further details on pre-tests that must be conducted in each country prior to the start of fieldwork.

**I. Documentation and Sign off**

- In Round 10, every National Coordinator is asked to provide information about all people involved in the translation process(es) for all languages used in their countries: please provide information in particular on (a) their training and background, (b) their current position, (c) their role in the ESS translation process, and (d) their experience in (ESS) questionnaire translation. Please send this information to the ESS translation team via myESS or ess_translate@gesis.org as soon as it is known and when requested via an online questionnaire.

- In Round 10, every National Coordinator is asked to upload to myESS their final translations after the completion of Translation Verification by cApStAn, SQP Coding and the national Pre-tests, as well as documentation of any changes made to previously translated questions and any additional translation or documentation materials. Moreover, National Coordinators are asked to upload their final versions of the questionnaire and of the showcards to myESS together with their fieldwork documents. For those national teams using TranslationCTRL, please see below.

- In addition, every National Coordinator is asked to formally sign off on their translation(s): They should write to the ESS translation team via myESS or ess_translate@gesis.org prior to fieldwork commencing and confirm:
  - the languages into which the source questionnaire was translated,
  - that the *ESS Round 10 Translation Guidelines, Alert 01* and the *ESS Round 10 Verification Instructions* were followed in full when carrying out the translation,
  - that the checks outlined in the *Translation Quality Checklist* have been performed,
  - that no changes were made to translations between rounds except those agreed with the ESS translation team at GESIS and the ESS ERIC HQ.

**J. TranslationCTRL (TC)**

For those teams carrying out their translations in TranslationCTRL (TC), please make sure you have completed the following steps – besides all the steps A-I listed above:

- Saved all your translated items as Done/Ready or Done/Ready (Previous round) for each appropriate step.
- For your national pre-test, make sure the “Pretest” step is completed. Please do not leave any items empty, unless agreed otherwise with the ESS translation team.
- For your final fieldwork, make sure the “Final” step is completed. Please do not leave any items empty, unless agreed otherwise with the ESS translation team.
Make sure you have informed the ESS translation team whether you are using the linguistic fills in the main questionnaire. Make sure you have used and translated all linguistic fills correctly. (For information on the Fills in TC, see the document ESS Round 10 – Instructions on the use of “Fills” in Translation CTRL (TC) on the intranet.)

For countries using the full tool-suite:

- Make sure you have used and translated all technical fills, which are variables that represent a piece of text, correctly. Please consult the ESS instructions on the use of ’Fills’ in Translation CTRL for that.
- Read the “Survey Tool Suite for ESS10 – testing protocol for participating countries” which contains information on the procedure and required planning for the preparation for your pre-test. You should have received this file by CentERdata – if not, please contact the ESS translation team.
- Make sure you have clarified with HQ the right version of your Contact Form. Please consult the documentation sent to you by the ESS translation team to find the right items for translation of your Contact Forms in TC.
- Make sure you have completed all translations of those segments that are relevant for your country. If you have any questions regarding the documentation about the Contact Forms, please consult the ESS translation team (Veronika Keck) or HQ.

- Make sure you have translated all Assignments and Sections that apply to you in ESS Round 10. Under “Your Assignments” on the left-hand side on the TC landing page, you find the following assignments:
  - The ESS10 main questionnaire is available under “ESS Round 10” and needs to be translated by all ESS10 national teams. However, sections K, MK and R need to be translated only by some national teams:
    - Section K is the Covid module. Therefore, needs to be translated by countries including the Covid questions in your ESS Round 10 questionnaire.
    - Section MK is only for North Macedonia.
    - Section R is only for CRONOS2 countries.
  - If you are not sure what sections apply to your country, please clarify within your national team.

For countries using the full tool-suite:

- The “other” assignments need to be translated according to your national Contact Form before your pre-test:
  - Ess_r10_nbhq (“Neighbourhood questionnaire”) – questions on target respondent’s dwelling and the neighbourhood around it.
  - Ess_r10_log (“Contact logs”) – visits and the result of those visits.
  - Ess_r10_hh_selection (“Household selection”) – questions about dwellings registered on the address.
  - ESS Round 10 CaseCTRL & SampleCTRL – general tool labels, this would include the button labels “History”, “Notes”, “Extra”, etc.

The first three assignments for translation “Neighbourhood questionnaire”, Contact Logs” and “Household selection” are a split of a general Contact Form Template.

Each country has received its own Contact Form in English from ESS headquarters as a separate file. There are many different Contact Forms because of many conditions for different countries. A country could have the following conditions for contacts/selection methods, depending on the sample design (address vs dwellings vs individual) and the random selection method (random CAPI selection, Rizzo, Birthday) adopted by each country.
To centralize the translation process, only the general Contact Form Template (including all cases for all countries) was integrated into TC for translation. Practically, it means that you do not need to translate each segment of the assignments “Neighbourhood questionnaire”, “Contact Logs” and “Household selection”, but only some of them.

For that reason, all segments available for translation in the “Neighbourhood questionnaire”, “Contact Logs” and “Household selection” assignments were downloaded and mapped with an X depending on the different conditions for contacts/selection methods.

The ESS translation team has provided you with the mapped documents. If you did not receive them, please contact the ESS translation team (Veronika Keck). For more information about these documents, please use the released ESS instructions on the use of ‘Fills’ in Translation CTRL provided to you on the ESS10 intranet.

K. Translation instructions

☐ Make sure you have consulted all Instructions documents and webinars that should help you to carry out the ESS Round 10 translations. These documents are:

- ESS 10 Translation Guidelines (Alert 01)
- ESS 10 Making changes to existing translations of core questionnaire or repeated rotating module items: Guidance for NCs
- ESS 10 Verification Guidelines
- ESS 10 TranslationCTRL Instructions (Alert 01)
- ESS 10 Instructions on the use of Fills in TranslationCTRL
- Online tutorials on the use of TranslationCTRL
- Documentation on the ESS 10 MTMM experiments
- The latest version of the ESS10 Translation Queries and Answers (please check for the latest version on the ESS10 Intranet)

For any translation-related questions, please always contact the ESS Translation Team (Brita Dorer & Veronika Keck) via ess_translate@gesis.org or myESS.